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1. Introduction
In areas such as the St. Joseph River valley in southwest Michigan and northwest Indiana,
efforts to identify and analyze settlement patterns remain of paramount importance to
archaeologists; see Figures 1 & 2 (Bevan & Connolly 2006; Beynon 1984; Kowalewski 2008;
Parsons 1972). Through the use of tools such as geographic information systems (GIS) a more
detailed understanding of existing archaeological settlement meta-data is possible. The purpose
of this study is to increase the current comprehension of change and continuity in Native
American and Euro-American settlement patterns in the St. Joseph River valley in the periods
immediately prior to, during, and after the abandonment of Fort St. Joseph through the use of
GIS.
In the aforementioned valley, there have been many studies conducted on different
settlements by several organizations and scholars (Beynon 1984; Cremin 1992; Hinsdale 1931;
Nassaney 2007, 2008; Schurr 1992, 2010; Tanner 1987). In recent years, there has been a
particular interest in the fur trade and colonialism related to Fort St. Joseph, an 18th century
French trading post along the banks of the river in Niles near the Indiana state line (Nassaney
2007, 2008); Figure 2. However, a regional spatial-temporal analysis of the archaeological
settlements and the fort has not been conducted for the entire St. Joseph River valley. A question
of continuing interest is where the “core” areas of residence and range are for the Native
American and Euro-American settlements through the three time periods and do they appear to
be affected by the construction and placement of the fort or other syncretic factors?
There are several possibilities. The first possibility is that after the construction of the fort
and the evolution of cross-cultural trade, the Native American settlements became centered upon
the fort as an economic center. It is known that the fort had a significant impact upon the
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lifestyles of the Native Americans and the Euro-Americans that inhabited the St. Joseph River
valley (Brandão and Nassaney 2008; Nassaney 2008; Nassaney et al. 2002, 2003, 2007;
Nassaney and Brandão 2009; White 2011). Another possibility is that the fort did not impact the
distribution of settlements and that the Native Americans retained their traditional settlement
choices. The final possibility is that the settlements were centrally located around the fort during
its occupation, but after it was abandoned the indigenous groups returned to former settlement
practices of pre-Contact times.
To aid in this study, the distributions of settlements have been categorized into three
distinct time periods. The Pre-Fort period is from A.D. 600-1690 and includes the Late
Woodland period. The Fort period is from A.D. 1691-1781 and includes the time of occupation
for the fort. The last period is the Post-Fort period from A.D. 1782-1850 and includes the time
after the occupation of the fort and the Removal
period of Native Americans in the United
States (A.D. 1795-1840). Table 1 shows the
different periods used for this study and their
associated years.

Table 1: Time Periods and Associated Years.

Time Periods
Pre - Fort: Late Woodland
and Contact Period

Years (A.D.)

Fort: Fort Occupation Period
Post - Fort: Fort
Abandonment and Removal
Period

1691-1781

600-1690

1782-1850

2. Historical Overview
In the St. Joseph River valley, Native American cultures have flourished for thousands of
years before European arrival. Many river valleys, such as the St. Joseph, supported a “riveroriented economy [that] included hunting in the winter, maple sap collecting in spring, fishing in
both spring and summer, collecting riverine resources, and harvesting nuts in the fall” during
pre-Contact times such as the Late Woodland period (Holman and Brashler 1999:215). This
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resource-rich river valley supported many different cultures from the Late Woodland period and
Berrien phase into the Contact and post-Contact times with the indigenous groups such as the
Potawatomi and Miami.
The Miami and the Potawatomi were the primary tribes in the area during the Fort and
Post-Fort periods (Cremin 1992). It is believed that the Potawatomi lived in the St. Joseph River
valley for an extended time, including the Late Woodland period, before the Iroquois were
pushing into the area in 1641 (Cremin 1992; O’Gorman and Lovis 2006). After the intrusion
started, the Potawatomi moved westward and were displaced to the northeastern areas of
Wisconsin (Cremin 1992). According to Cremin, this may have left a vacancy in the area that
allowed the Miami to relocate into the St. Joseph River valley (Cremin 1992). Much research has
been done through these periods and on the Native American groups that inhabited the valley
(Cremin 1992; Holman and Brashler 1999; Hinsdale 1931; O’Gorman and Lovis 2006; Secunda
2006; Schurr 2006 & 2010; White 2011).
In the late 17th century, Fort St. Joseph was built alongside the St. Joseph River in today’s
Niles, Michigan by the French as a mission and then a trading post to build alliances with the
Native American groups. The purpose of the fort was as a store house of goods and staging area
for the aggressions against the Fox and Chickasaws (Nassaney 2007). At one point it was New
France’s fourth most important fur trading post in New France (Nassaney 2008).
The Fort was inhabited at different
times by the French, British, and even the
Spanish, for varying amounts of time
throughout the Fort’s history (Nassaney
2007). Table 2 shows the breakdown of the

Table 2: Fort Cultural Occupations and
Associated Years (Nassaney 2008).

Cultural Occupation
French
British
British-American
Spanish

Years
1691-1760
1761-1763
1764-1781
1781
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cultural occupations of the fort and their associated years (Nassaney 2008). The French built the
fort near a mission to the area in 1691. The fort later became a garrison, and was essential in the
fur trade network throughout New France until the 1760’s when the British took it over. The fort
was slowly abandoned by both countries and in 1781 a raid took over the fort under a Spanish
flag (Nassaney 2008). The fort was only operational for less than a hundred years. It was
abandoned and never fully operational again in the late 18th century (Nassaney 2008). This rich
history reiterates the need for the median question to this study which was examined through the
following questions.

3. Research Questions
The objective of this study is to collect distributional data on the archaeological sites in
the St. Joseph River valley during the three time periods; see Table 1. All of these data were used
to answer the following questions:
1. How were the Native American and Euro-American settlements distributed during
each time period?
2. Do the Native American and Euro-American settlement distributions exhibit change?
3. How were the Native American and Euro-American settlements distributed in relation
to the main portion of the St. Joseph River, Fort St. Joseph, and Lake Michigan?
4. Did Fort St. Joseph have an impact upon the Native American settlement
distributions?
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4. Methodology and Data Collection
There are two important components of this study design. The first feature is related to
the data that were collected and the second feature is the specific analytical procedures
incorporated in this study. Data on site distribution were made available by the Michigan State
Historic Preservation Office and the Indiana Department of Natural Resources Division of
Historic Preservation and Archaeology. Data for a total of 153 sites were collected from the state
of Michigan and 62 sites were collected from the state of Indiana. A total of 177 sites were
utilized for this study because 38 sites could not be identified temporally or culturally identified.
The archaeological site data derived from the Michigan and Indiana State Archaeological
Site Files was weighted into three different “classes” or “magnitudes”. A magnitude of one is the
lowest weighting and includes settlements that are “isolates” or “scatters”. A magnitude of two
was given to settlements that reflected signs of temporary habitation. These settlements included
classifications such as, “camps”, and “agricultural fields”. A magnitude of three was awarded to
all settlements that had the most influence. This magnitude was reserved for sites classified as,
“villages”, “forts”, “missions”, and “trading posts”. The total number of settlements broken
down by their magnitudes is as following: 61 for a magnitude of one, 72 for a magnitude of two,
and 38 for a magnitude of three; see Table 3. These are the total number of settlements with
those magnitudes for all of the sites collected and before
the removal of 38 sites.

The following analyses were conducted:
1. Archival work led to the collection and
digitization of all locations of the

Table 3: Count of Sites and their
Magnitude Values.

Magnitude Values
1
2
3
Grand Total

Count of
Sites
73
92
50
215
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archaeological settlements by using Earthpoint.us, Google Earth and ESRI’s Arc Map
10.1 with data from MI CGI Website, Indiana Map Website and the USGS National
Data Website.
2. Creation of an extensive database with all of the cultural and environmental attributes
for each settlement from the archived archaeological site files.
3. Each site was then classified by specific time period and cultural affiliation group of
either Native American or Euro-American; see Figure 3.
4. Next, the sites and database were imported into Arc Map 10.1 and analytical
processes were begun. These analyses included creating median features for each
distribution of settlements and measuring the distances from each settlement to the
main portion of the St. Joseph River, Fort St. Joseph, and Lake Michigan. Lastly,
creating a buffer of the average distance from the sites around the river, fort, and lake
to determine a significant portion of the distributions in proximity to them. Figures 418 demonstrate these processes and analyses.
5. Analyzed and interpreted the new information and created maps to spatial-temporally
visualize the results.

5. Results
Some interesting patterns have been identified that may be used to address the research
questions. The first pattern derived from the analysis is that there was a visual change in the
distribution of the Native American and Euro-American settlements from A.D. 600 to 1850; see
Figures 4-6. The median features identified from the distributions by different colored triangles
show differences between the time periods as well. A median feature may be defined as the
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location that minimizes overall Euclidean distance to the features in a dataset and weighted by
the sites’ magnitudes (ArcGIS 10.1). Both the Euro-American and Native American median
features converge closely to Fort St. Joseph during the time the fort was in occupation in
comparison to their positions in the Pre-Fort period. During the Post-Fort period there was a shift
towards the center of the valley by the Euro-American median feature but not for the Native
American median feature. The Native American median feature remained in a similar location
during the Fort and Post-Fort periods.
The results from the distribution and median feature analyses are interesting. There
appears to be some change in the distribution of the Native American archaeological settlements.
It does not appear to be significant because of the minimal distance between the variations of
median feature locations. This varies greatly with the Euro-American settlements median
features. These show a more dramatic shift across the area further up the river through the
periods. It is important to note that during the Fort period both the Native American and EuroAmerican median features are within close proximity to each other; see Figure 14. These
conclusions must be kept into perspective because of the number of settlements within each
particular time period varies greatly. For example, there are 105 Native American settlements
during the Pre-Fort period and only 9 Native American settlements during the Post-Contact
period; see Figure 3.
The last two questions to be answered relate to the Native American and Euro-American
settlement distributions vis-a-vis the main portion of the St. Joseph River, the fort, and Lake
Michigan; see Figures 10-18. As the maps in the appendix show, the main portion of the river
had a large influence upon the settlements because of the close proximity of the sites during all
periods. They are under 11,000 meters or about 7 miles from the St. Joseph River; see Figures
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10-12. Table 4 shows the distances of the buffers through the different time periods and by
cultural affiliation.

Table 4: Measurement of Average Distance Buffers by Time Period, Cultural
Affiliation, and Analysis
Pre-Fort

Fort

Post-Fort

Euro-American

517.5 m

6,315.6 m

5,663 m

Native American

10,052.1 m

6,425.1 m

8,089 m

Euro-American

37,589.5 m

36,059.7 m

44,813.3 m

Native American

41,798.4 m

19,429.4 m

28,706.4 m

Euro-American

126.5 m

46,048.7 m

59,805.1 m

Native American

47,360 m

44,485.1 m

45,159.9 m

St. Joseph River Buffer

Fort St. Joseph Buffer

Lake Michigan Buffer

The influence of Fort St. Joseph upon the distributions of the Euro-American settlements
is more ambiguous; see Figures 13-15 and Table 4. As the maps show, the fort had less
influence upon the average distance of the Euro-American settlements because the distances
remain relatively far away from the fort. In contrast, the Native American settlements moved, on
average, closer to the fort during its occupation and did not revert back to the distance of the PreFort period.
The average distances of the Euro-American and Native American sites to Lake
Michigan also yielded some results. The average distance of the Native American sites to the
Lake does not fluctuate much from AD 600-1850. This was not the same with the EuroAmerican sites because the average distance of the Euro-American sites to the lake increase
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steadily from the Pre-Fort to the Post-Fort period; Table 4 and Figures 16-18. Further
explanation to these results is presented in the discussion.

6. Discussion
Through the use of GIS, some very interesting results are beginning to emerge in the St.
Joseph River valley. Fort St. Joseph was built in a location that was centrally located with close
proximity to the median feature of the indigenous groups and therefore was sited in an ideal
setting for its varying functions, including its role in alliance-building with the Native American
groups. The distributions of the Euro-American and Native American sites allowed for further
spatial analyses about their relationships to the physical and human features in the area of
interest.
An interesting result of the spatial analyses was that the Euro-American and Native
American median features locations. During Fort St. Joseph’s occupation, both median features
were extremely close to the fort. This may have been the result of a variety of factors including
the number of settlements for each period, the proximity of the fort to the Native American
median feature from the Pre-Fort period, and other reasons as yet unknown. The move by the
Native American median feature closer to the Fort and River may have held benefits beyond the
fort. The fort’s exact influence will require further analytical and contextual research.
In contrast to the Euro-American median feature, the Native American median feature
does not move very far from its location during the Fort’s occupation. This seems to imply that
the fort’s central area had maintained a certain appeal even after the fort was non-operational. It
is important to reiterate that this area was close to the Native Americans median feature from the
Pre-Fort period and perhaps it was an already preferred location.
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It may be concluded that the river played a large role in the placement of settlements in
the valley. The St. Joseph River buffers are much closer in proximity of the sites to the Lake or
Fort St. Joseph. There does appear to be an increase in the distance of the Euro-American sites
from the river during the three time periods but further research would be necessary. Another
possibility that needs to be explored is that the river’s u-shape influenced the distributions of the
settlements and helped to develop a central area within the region.
Lake Michigan’s influence upon the distribution of the sites also varies by cultural
affiliation. The average distance of the Euro-American sites through the time periods increases
steadily in contrast to the Native Americans. This may be related to the movement of these
people into the region from the lake to the river, but again more research will be necessary.
To summarize, it seems that spatial and temporal analysis of the St. Joseph River valley
has much to further historical and archaeological knowledge in the change and continuity of
different cultural groups in the region. The distribution of the sites implies an influence by Fort
St. Joseph with the Native American groups, a dependence upon the St. Joseph River by both
groups, and possible Euro-American movement into the valley from Lake Michigan. Further
research will be needed but the compilation of these sites and their spatial locations will aid
additional studies.

7. Future Work
This is only part of a larger M.A. thesis that will focus on determining the extent of
influence of Fort St. Joseph upon the Native American settlement distributions over the three
time periods; see Table 1. The next step will be to run a Huff Gravity Model using Arc Map 10.1
to determine the fort’s influence upon the surrounding area. Then a stepwise regression analysis
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will be used to examine the environmental influences upon the settlements in the St. Joseph
River valley. Lastly, by looking at historical maps, a more cohesive understanding of the context
of Native American settlement distributions may be explained through a combination of
archaeological and ethno-historical perspectives to help us recognize that the presence of
Europeans was only one factor that influenced Native American settlement choices. The benefits
of applying these spatial methods to explore how the settlements were distributed will prove
substantial to our understanding of the peoples that inhabited this often overlooked but important
place in the long history of North America.
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Attachments

Figure 1: Area of Interest (AOI) including the three counties in Michigan and the three
counties in Indiana.
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Figure 2: The St. Joseph River valley in the AOI, including the location of Fort St. Joseph.
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Figure 3: Number of Sites by Time Period and Cultural Affiliation.
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Figure 4: Pre-Fort Period Settlements.

Figure 5: Fort Period Settlements.
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Figure 6: Post-Fort Period Settlements.

Figure 7: Pre-Fort Period Median Features for Settlements and AOI.
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Figure 8: Fort Period Median Features for Settlements and AOI.

Figure 9: Post-Fort Period Median Features for Settlements and AOI.
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Figure 10: Pre-Fort Period Settlements and Mean Distance to River
by Cultural Groups.

Figure 11: Fort Period Settlements and Mean Distance to River by Cultural Groups.
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Figure 12: Post-Fort Period Settlements and Mean Distance to
River by Cultural Groups.

Figure 13: Pre-Fort Period Settlements and Mean Distance to Fort by Cultural Groups.
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Figure 14: Fort Period Settlements and Mean Distance to Fort
by Cultural Groups.

Figure 15: Fort Period Settlements and Mean Distance to Fort by Cultural Groups.
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Figure 16: Pre-Fort Period Settlements and Mean Distance
to Lake Michigan by Cultural Groups.

Figure 17: Fort Period Settlements and Mean Distance to Lake Michigan by Cultural
Groups.
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Figure 18: Post-Fort Settlements and Mean Distance to Lake Michigan by Cultural
Groups.

